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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preamble

Certain representations of SU(3), and the isospin algebra SU(2)
1 2

have provided a useful classification principle ' in high energy

physics for the abundance of particles discovered in scattering

experiments. Furthermore, in the absence of a complete theory, these

symmetry groups have been exploited to provide a valuable insight into

the dynamics of the strong interaction. There now exist many extensive

review articles on the SU(3) symmetry scheme, as well as several books.

Consequently no attempt will be made to give a complete review, and

the discussion will be confined to certain points that are particularily

important in relation to the developments presented later in this work.

At the present time, hadrons are adequately classified by

isospin I, its third component I , hypercharge Y, baryon number B, and
PG

spin, parity and G-parity J , since for a particular set of values

of these quantities, no more than one particle in a given SU(3)

multiplet has been observed. The masses of the particles in these

multiplets are not too far apart, and they all have the same value
P

for J . These facts are taken to imply that all the particles in a

multiplet are different states of the same particle, although this
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does not explain why spins cannot he different within the multiplet.

Equal emphasis should he placed on mass and spin, since it is the

values of these quantitives whioh opeoify an irrcduoihle representation

of the Poincar/ group.

In quantum mechanics the continuous symmetry of a particular

system is expressed through the symmetry properties of the Hamiltonian.

The constants of the motion are then known operators defined on the

Hilhert space of the system, and are algebraically closed under

commutation. If this approach is taken over into particle physics,

and SU(3) is regarded as the symmetry group of the single particle

Hamiltonian, it is clear that SU(3) cannot he an exact symmetry,

assuming that the mass of a particle is dynamical in origin, since the

masses in an SU(3) multiplet are not all equal. In an isospin multiplet,

the breaking is small, of the order of a few Mev., and is thought

to he the result of the electromagnetic interaction which breaks the

isospin invariance. However the mass separation between isomultiplets

is fairly substantial, being of the order of 10 °/o of the particle

mass for baryons, and sometimes considerably more than this for mesons.

It has been assumed that this effect is the manifestation of a

distinct type of interaction, called the medium strong interaction,

as opposed to the strong interaction which is fully SU(3) invariant.

The single particle Hamiltonian can then be written

H = H * H
s ms
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In a complete theory of the strong interaction, where H ands

H are known, it would be possible to understand the invariance
ms '

of H under SU(3), and to give an account of the extent and natures

of the symmetry violating effects. Without such a theory, the

existence of and its properties must remain ad hoc conjectures.

To predict the mass splitting within a multiplet, the assumptions
1 2

made by Gell-Mann and Okubo concerning H are in some cases

eminently reasonable, and in others can be justified only by the results

obtained. The mass operator is assumed to be a tensor operator, and

since the breakdown of unitary symmetry must occur in such a way as

to preserve the selection rules for isospin and hypercharge, it must

have the form

M = 2 T ^
P o,o,o

M
where T is transformed according to the I = I = Y = 0 row of

o,o,o 5 3
the representation }*■ of SU(3). The expectation values of M can

then be found using the Wigner-Eckart theorem. For the \ octet, for

example, only the representations jx = 1_, 8_ and 22_ can give a
contribution to the expectation value of M, and the calculation

shows that the reduced matrix element (8 II 1| 8) is—11 o,o,o>>

proportional to (3A +X - 2N - 2 ), where the symbols denote

the expectation values of the masses of the particles. It is only the
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assumption that this reduced matrix element is zero, which allows

a very accurate prediction to he made. Octet dominance of the

symmetry breaking effects, which has been used quite successfully

in other applications of SU(3) symmetry, leads to the following

mass formulae

M = Mq+ aY + b [l(l + 1) - ^Y2] (l.la)
for the octet of J-+ baryons,

M = Mq + aY (l .lb)

for the ^/2+ decuplet, 'and

M2- = lyP + b £ l(l + l) - r Y2 J (l.lc)

for the 0 meson octet, since a = 0 for mesons by charge conjugation

invariance. Mq, a and b are independent parameters to be determined
by comparison with experiment. For mesons the mass squared must be

used to give agreement with experiment, the probable explanation

being derived from the fact that the mass term in a Lagrangian is

M2 for bosons and M /"^/for fermions.

Although the formulae (l.la, b, c) lead to very accurate predictions

for the low lying multiplets mentioned above, other well established

multiplets such as the 1 and 2+ meson octets do not enjoy the same
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successful treatment. In the case of the vector mesons, this

difficulty is usually overcome hy postulating u> - mixing'', but

it would be just as logical to invoke a non-zero contribution to
27

the mass operator from 1^~0 Q. -Alternatively, a different function
of M could be used in (l.lc) since arguments have been put forward^
which suggest that, on the basis of field theory, it is impossible

to decide whether the mass formula for bosons is valid for M2- or M 2

Together with the above difficulties, it must be stressed that

the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula is the result of a calculation to

first order in perturbation theory. For such a large perturbation it

is desirable to continue the calculation to higher orders to see

whether the excellent agreement with experiment is maintained. Such

a programme is not feasible at present, since the off-diagonal reduced
g

matrix elements ( Ml To,o,o1l 9 >' h + 9 , are completely
unknown.

1.2. Generalisations of SU(3) symmetry.

From the above considerations, it is clear that a new theory, or

at least a new approach, is needed to explain the mass spectrum

of the isospin multiplets within an irreducible representation (i.R.)
of SU(3), and to explain why these I.R.'s are associated with a

single value of spin and parity J^. Some clarification of the spin
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5
problem was achieved when Gtlrsey and Radicati , and independently

Sakita^, proposed that the symmetry group should he enlarged to SU(6)
which contains SU(3) (x) SU(2),, as a subgroup*, where SU(2) iss s

generated by the spin angular momentum algebra. Since SU(6) is a

much larger group than SU(3), it must inevitably be badly broken.

But again, like SU(3), it provides a useful classification principle,

attributing a definite spin to an SU(3) multiplet. For example,

if mesons and baryons are assigned to the 22 22 °k STJ(6)

respectively, then the restriction of these representations to SU(3)

0 SU(2)

22 (§ , I) 0 (8,2) © (1,2)

ii -> (8 , 2) © (10 , k)

shows that the octet of pseudo-scalar mesons and the nonet of vector

mesons can be accommodated in the same multiplet (35)< while the 56

contains the octet and ^/2+ decuplet of low lying baryons. The

most interesting feature of SU(6) however is that it combines two

distinct kinds of symmetry. SU(2) is the universal covering group of

*For an account of the notation and certain definitions on Lie

groups and Lie algebras, see the appendix at the end of this thesis.
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the three dimensional rotation group in Minkowski space-time, while

SU(3) transformations act on an "internal" space, i.e. one which

hears no relationship whatsoever to Minkowski space-time. The

difficulty with SU(6) is that it is based on the separation of spin

and orbital angular momentum, so that a theory of the strong

interaction which is SU(6) invariant demands that spin is conserved

in an interaction, and forbids the transformation of spin into

orbital angular momentum - an inherently non-relativistic procedure.

The generalisation which presents itself is now obvious. An

algebra G must be found which contains as subalgebras (a) an internal

symmetry algebra S, and (b) the Poincare' algebra P, so that invariance

under spatial rotations, Lorentz transformations and translations
/ 9

is included in the theory. The proper orthochronous Poincare group

is generated by (i) the k- momentum P^_ , j*- = 0, 1, 2, 3 and (ii)
the algebra of the homogeneous Lorentz group (H.L.G.), consisting

of the components of angular momentum L„ and the boost generators

Lqi (i,j = 1, 2, 3). They have the following commutation relations
(C.E.)

lpr . M -o

tpr • Vl " 1 ^ pf " P' } (l'2b)

lv ' Lf«5 = 1 <r{ f-fko. + L|»f " kj» V» ~ VV'
(1.2c)
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where g^ is the metric tensor specified by g^^ = 0,
g

- g = £, = goo = goo = 1. Signer first established the connection
oo ll 22 yj

between the Poincare Lie algebra and particle kinematics by

identifying the infinitesimal generators with physical quantities

such as momenta and angular momenta. He also showed that there is a

one to one correspondence between the states of a free relativistic

particle and a certain representation of the Poincare algebra. In

other words, the Hilbert space of (in general spinor) fields on

Minkowski space carries an I.E. of the Poincare algebra P.

A particle like I.R. of P is specified by the eigenvalues of

the operators representing two elements in the centre of the universal

enveloping algebra. These are

M2- = P P^
.

r

the mass-squared operator, with real eigenvalues m2^ 0, and

S2- = (P P^)"1 ¥ WV

the spin-squared operator, where W^_ is the pseudo-vector

For massive particles S2 has eigenvalues S(S + l), where S can have

the values 0, J- , 1, ^/2
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The obvious advantage to he gained from the embedding of P in

G is that both mass and relativistic spin are quantities which are

well defined in terms of the -universal enveloping algebra G^ of G,
so that it is no longer necessary to go outside the group to define

a mass operator. The basis functions of an I.E. of G should be

labelled by the eigenvalues of the following set of mutually commuting

elements of G ,
e

K = ^M2, S2-, P , W3 j I, I3 , Y, (C) ; (R) ] ,

where (C) denotes collectively the invariants of the internal symmetry

algebra (which specify the multiplets), and (R) is a subset of elements

in G^ necessary to make the above set K complete. The spectrum of the
operators M2- and S2 can then be examined. Of course there must be a

certain amount of arbitrariness in this procedure, since there is

no information available to suggest a unique algebra G. Having chosen

G, there is further uncertainty as to which representations of G

are physically interesting, i.e. the spectrum of the operators (R)
is unknown. Compare this situation to an example in non-relativistic

quantum mechanics, the hydrogen atom, where the symmetry algebra SO(^)
is deduced from a knowledge of the Hamiltonian, and the type of

representation is specified by the orthogonality of the angular
9

momentum and Lenz vectors.
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If the internal and kinematical symmatries are completely

independent of each other, this implies in algebraic terms that

G = P © S

so that in an I.E. of G, all particles have the same mass. If P

does not commute with S, then the possibility exists of having

different masses in a multiplet, and an exact mass formula could

be found in contrast to the approximate ones derived from symmetry

breaking models. Thus G is called a spectrum generating algebra

(S.G.A.). All that can be said at this stage about the structure of

G is that it should have the form

G = I + s (1.3)

i.e. any g 6 G can be written g = p + s , p € P, sfeS, since other

elements in the algebra would be difficult to interpret. This condition,

together with some assumptions about S, put very severe restrictions

on the structure of G. It can be shown"^ that, with the structure (l.3)»
and the proviso that S is real, simple, and contains no algebra

isomorphic to H.L.G., the only possible forms for G are,

(i) G = P © s' , s's* S , for S = S0(3) or S0(2,l)

(ii) G = P © S , V- other S.
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1.3. No-go theorems on the spectrum of M2-

Obviously, the next step is to consider a more general G which

contains P and S, and elements belonging to neither P nor S. For

any finite-dimensional G containing P as a subalgebra, a particularly

severe restriction on the spectrum of the mass-squared operator in

an I.E. of G was first claimed by 0'Raifeartaigh^and later proved
12 13

in a weaker form by Jost and Segal . It is instructive to consider
Ik

the objections to the theorem put forward by O'Raifeartaigh, and to

see how his basic assumptions have to be made stronger in order to

have a mathematically rigorous proof.

Consider a representation P of the Lie algebra G in a Hilbert

spaced , where operators P(g), Vg fe G, have a common domain of

definition ot) which is dense in to . £> must also be invariant

under P(g)> i.e. P (g)£? 9 S , and the commutator L R&l), P (e2
must also be defined on & . This is possible by requiring that

^(g-^) P (g2) ^ (Sq) e^e both defined on <& . Let
j"t be a subspace of . Ji> is defined to be invariant under

n(g) if r (g)H n £> - H . The restriction of P (g)

to to is not a Hilbeft space representation of G, since the common

domain is not necessarily dense in it , and must be

closed to be a Hilbert space. If M is closed and ton£> is dense

in H then there exists a representation of G on the subspace \t
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Now consider O'Raifeartaigh's statement of Ms theorem. Let

P denote the Poincare/ algebra which is a subalgebra of a Lie algebra

G of finite order, and let ft he a Hilbert space on which a

representation ^(G) of G operates. If P^_ denotes the ^-momentum,
such that the mass operator

m2 = P(pr) P(pr )
and every finite power thereof are self-adjoint on ft , and if there

exists a discrete point m2 in the spectrum of M2- on ft , then the

eigenspace ^4 belonging to the point m2 is closed and is invariant
m

with respect to the operators representing G, i.e. F (g)H m £ H m>

^ g fe G.

O'Raifeartaigh concludes that . However this need not

be the case. The result implies that a representation ("^(G) of G
can be realised on , using f) £) as a common domain. But there

m m

is no reason to suppose that ft ® is dense in ft In fact

ft n£) may be zero"^. Despite the lack of mathematical rigour,
m

the claim that there can be at most one discrete mass in an I.R. of

G is an intriguing possibility, and, if it was true, would put a very

severe restriction on the programme of using an S.G.A, to explain
12

the mass differences in an SU(3) multiplet. Jost , and independently
13

Segal , were able to prove a weaker form of the assertion, by imposing
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some further restrictions. These may be seen in Jost's statement of

his theorem.

Jost's theorem.

P 15
Let I be a continuous unitary representation of a finite

parameter connected Lie group ^.in a Hilbert space . Let contain
the Poincare group ^ as an analytic subgroup, and let the spectrum of
the energy momentum operator be contained in the upper light cone. If

m2 > 0 is an isolated eigenvalue of the mass-squared operator, then

the corresponding eigenspace is invariant under|(^.), and, if C is
irreducible, there is only this mass value.

It can be seen that the eigenvalue m2 > 0 must now be isolated, not

only discrete, i.e. there is a neighbourhood of m2 on the real axis

containing no other point of the continuous or discrete spectrum of M2.

This is quite a reasonable restriction for a theory in which the

electromagnetic and weak interactions are "switched-off", for it is

possible to come arbitrarily close to a discrete mass by adding a

low energy photon. It implies that the metastable baryons with a

lifetime 10 sec. are put on the same footing as the stable proton,

so that in some sense all the \ baryons are elementary. What is not

clear though, is how resonances, such as the N* (3j3)> which decays

strongly into Nrc, can be incorporated in this scheme. It may be

possible to obviate the no-go result by having one discrete (but not

isolated) point in the spectrum of M2. This could correspond to the

proton in the case of the ^-+ octet, or
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the-^- in the ^/2+ decuplet which is stable under the strong

interaction. The other particles in the multiplets could then he

represented by peaks in a continuous mass distribution. Hence the

latter could not be considered elementary since the particle states

would not be functions of M2-.

The second point to note is that the Lie algebras G and P

have been replaced by the corresponding Lie groups and , the

reason being that a representation of a Lie group is much more

restrictive than that of a Lie algebra. Of course to every representation

of a connected Lie group, there corresponds a representation of the

Lie algebra which is just the set of generators for infinitesimal

transformations. But the converse is not true, i.e. it is not always

possible to integrate the representation of a Lie algebra to get

the corresponding group representation. Jost's theorem thus implies

that in the O'Raifeartaigh formulation P(G) must be integrable, and

immediately one is faced with the problem of whether to use

representations of groups or algebras in physical applications. For

Poincare' invariance, it is obvious that group representations must

be used, since one always deals with finite space-time transformations.

On the other hand, the situation with internal symmetries is not so

clear, presumably since their origin is unknown, and so far only

hermitian representations of the algebra have been used.
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The way out of this difficulty which seems to avoid the Jost-

Segal no-go theorem was suggested by Doebner and Melsheimer"^ who

proposed that G should be partially integrable with respect to the

Poincar/ algebra P. However even this idea in all its mathematical

complexity is still not sufficient to guarantee a non-trivial
17

mass spectrum, for 0'Raifeartaigh has shown that the Jost-Segal

theorem still holds for a partially integrable representation of G,

subject to one fairly plausible restriction, namely the translational

invariance of G which is defined in the following way.

Definition 1.1

Let T(G) be a representation of G, which contains P as a

subalgebra, defined on a common invariant dense domain ^ of a

Hilbert space ft . G is said to be translationally invariant if

is invariant under finite translations, i.e. if the translation

subalgebra T of P, with basis P^ , = 0,1,2,3, generates a unique
unitary representation exp (i a ^ I (P'a )) of the translation group r
such that

exp (i a r (Pf* ) ) ® S $ (i»

Prom (l.^), 0'Raifeartaigh proves the following statement of
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translational invariance

exp (-i a^_ r(pr )) P (g) exp (i a y| (P^ )) = I (g1) (l.5)

for g, g1 € G.
in

It follows from (1.5), and the additional postulate that each

r (g) has a closure P(g), that the J0st-Segal theorem still

applies. It would not "be physically unreasonable to make the condition

(l.5) even stronger by insisting on the full Poincare'' invarian.ee of

Tcg), but from a mathematical point of view (1.5) has other implications,

for it defines an inner automorphism of the Lie algebra representation.

Now suppose that there exists one vector X6 £> such that X is

analytic for one element P*(g), then from the corresponding

automorphism for group elements, it follows that there are many

analytic vectors for a whole set of elements of i(G). In this sense,

relativistic invariance is not too far removed from the integrability

of a Lie algebra containing the Poincare algebra, although of course

there is no formal equivalence between the two concepts. These
18

arguments were put forward by Flato and Stembeimer .

1.4. Possibilities which obviate the no-go results.

17In order to get round the 0'Raifeartaigh result , it was

18
suggested that there should be two different domains in the Hilbert
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space, one for parital integrability and mass spectrum, the other

being the common invariant dense domain on which the whole Lie

algebra G is represented. The physical interpretation of the two

domains is as follows. An integrable representation of P is defined

on the first domain so that it is used to describe the mass

spectrum of all the particles under consideration, and the kinematics

of each particle. On the second domain representation of

G is irreducible, and essentially $) is used to classify particle

states into multiplets. The reason fir having two such domains is

obvious. The representation of T in $ is not integrable so that
17

the condition (l.^), necessary for the O'Raifeartaigh result , is
18

not satisfied. Using such a scheme, Plato and Sternheimer derive

a mass formula of the form M = nM , where M is constant and n iso' o

a positive integer.

The preceding discussion on no-go theorems (which is by no

19 18
means complete ), and particularly the construction leading to the

above mass formula indicates just how difficult it has become to

realise the. initial programme of describing the mass spectrum of

hadrons using a finite-parameter Lie algebra. Infinite-parameter
20

algebras , and finitely generated infinite-dimensional associative
21

algebras have been conjectured, which lead to physical mass

formulae, but there is little to justify the choice of such algebras

other than the mass formulae they produce. This arbitrariness is
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22
substantiated by an argument which shows that it is possible to

derive any mass formula with a suitable choice of infinite-parameter

algebra.

A distinctly different approach criticizes the use of the

Poincare group as the geometrical group of particle theory, suggesting

that it may be valid only as an approximation - in the same sense that

non-relativistic quantum mechanics approximates relativistic quantum
23

mechanics". Alternatively, as several authors have suggested, P

may be replaced by an algebra whose C.R. differ arbitrarily little

from those of P, and which contracts to P in some limit. This latter

suggestion is the one studied here, the Poincare' group being replaced

by one of the two de Sitter groups, which are the groups of motion

of the two four-dimensional Riemannian space-times of constant
2k

curvature . In one of these space-times, space-like geodesies are

finite and closed , while the time like geodesies are infinite, and

the corresponding group is isomorphic to S0(4,l). This is a ten-

parameter group, clearly containing SO(3,1) as a subgroup which is

isomorphic to the H.L G. It is generated by ten skew-symmetric

tensors L
^ (a,b = 0,1,2,3,5) with C.R,;

where g^ = 0 , af b, and - gQo = g^ = g22 = g^ = g^ = 1.
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The subalgebra S0(3,l) may be chosen to be L^v(jay= 0,1,2,3) while
the four other generators modified to P = R ^ L where R is thep* *

radius of the de Sitter universe} may be interpreted as momenta.
The C.R. involving the P^ are then

^ = i^g|ot(r'Pp " g ju-f F(r ) (l.7)
as in the Poincare algebra (equ. lb), and

[Pr>Py] = i R-2 L^, (1.8)
A similar analysis holds for the other space-time characterised

by finite time-like and infinite space-like geodesies which has a

group of motion isomorphic to SO(3,2). Essentially the only difference

is that (l.8) becomes

[ph'pd --iH"aLrw d.9)
Replacing P by one of the de Sitter algebras (both denoted by D)

is not too drastic a step, since the commutators (l.8) and (l.9)

differ from zero only to order R~2-. Also P can be recovered from D

by contraction with respect to the H.L.G. in the limit R-> 00 .

However, from a group theoretical point of view, D and P are quite

different, and since the no-go theorems depend on the nilpotency of

the momenta in their adjoint action on any algebra containing P, it
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may now "be possible to derive a non-trivial mass spectrum, as the

criterion of nilpotency is removed on replacing P by D,

There are two distinct problems to be studied.

(a) the embedding problem - to see if it is possible to have a G

containing D and S as subalgebras in a physically acceptable

manner (to be defined later)

(b) to examine the spectrum of the mass-squared operator, given by
cL*bM2- = R-2 L , the second order Casimir operator of D, and

the spin operator

s2- = ivr2- w wa
a (1.10)

where

¥ = 4 £ abode L L
a 8 be de
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CHAPTER 2

M^GLIHN - TYPE THEOREMS

2.1. The embedding problem.

The ideal structure for an S.G.A. containing D and S as

suhalgehras is a unification G in which

G = D + S (2.1)

so that there are no elements of G without physical significance.

The problem of the existence of a Lie algebra G with the structure (2.l)

for a given S is not a trivial one, but it will be assumed for the

moment that such an algebra exists. Let P^ , L^^ , = 0,1,2,3*
be a basis for D, and, if S is semi-simple, it may be decomposed

n
into a direct sum of simple ideals, S = © S. , each of which is

i=l 1
spanned by a Cartan-Weyl basis , where 1<_ Ji <. in > being

the rank of , and oL denotes collectively all the positive and

negative roots of S_^. Restrictions on the structure of G may be
implied by physical considerations which insist that the C.R. between

certain elements of D and S are zero. These commutators fall into

two classes

<a) [ly*' M = 0 (2-2)
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where L^vcan he one or all of the elements or S0(3,l), and is
supposed to imply spin degeneracy in the multiplets of S (S-multiplets),

although there is no formal connection between the L 0 and the
r

operator S2- defined by equation (l,10)

("b) O, = 0 (2.3)

which implies the relativistic invariance of the internal quantum

numbers. The restrictions on G which arise from commutators of the

form (2.2) and (2.3) are called no-go theorems of the Molina-type^
2

and have been studied by Acharya and Narayanaswamy # They show that

it is not possible to have a non trivial coupling between D and S,

where S is simple.

If the condition (2.1) is relaxed so that

G = D + S (2»

then there exists the possibility of having a non zero intersection,

D fi S, which implies that some elements of D are a linear combinations

of certain elements of S. Physically this may lead to particle

internal quantum numbers being functions of the frame of reference in

which it is being measured. By using restrictions of the form (2.2)

and (2.3) on an algebra G with the underlying vector space (2.^),
limitations on DAS can be established.
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2.2. jyfGlinn type theorems on Dfl S

Theorem 2.1 If £ ? L "] = 0, V , (2.5)
then DflS = 0.

Proof Prom the hypothesis it follows that

E , £ E^ , L =0. Hence using the Jacohiti f*"

Identity,

£ *v.. LE*. E-J1 -°M

i.e. Z ^(*) [ L v, 1^"] =0
Since the vectors r (0^) span the root space of S, and are thus

linearly independent,

[VM-0 d.6)
Combining (2.5) and (2.6), [ L , Sj =0, and, in particular,

L , POs] =0. However, since no element of D commutes with

all the L
^ , this means that D f\ S =0.

Corollary 2.1 If (2.5) is replaced "by

Ce« . prl =0. (2.7)
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then the theorem is still true. For, taking the commutator of Py
with (2.7) and using the fact that , P^J = - i R-2 , the
condition (2.5) is established. Of course (2.7) implies mass

degeneracy within S-multiplets since [e , D^j =0.

Theorem 2.2 If the internal quantum numbers are translationally

invariant, then DOS = 0.

Proof By assumption ,

» Ei] = 0 > V Ji>fx (2.8)

for infinitesimal translations. It follows (see cor. 2.1) that

[LK> M = °» V- ■ (2.9)
From (2.8) and (2.9) [b, H "] = 0, so that in particular D 0S ,

HjJ = 0. But the only s6 S which satisfy £s, J = 0 are s £ "{
so that Dfl S c: ^ h X . But since £.D, ] =0 and D is simple,

thus having no centre, it follows that DflS = 0.

These two theorems constitute a mathematical statement of the

physical arguments leading up to theorem 2,1, that the elements of

D and S should be mutually independent. Of course the possibility

exists of weakening the initial assumptions in the theorems so that

for example there is only one quantum number which is relativisticaily
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invariant. It is well known that electric charge is conserved in

all types of interaction, although it must he admitted that both

and Y should be separately conserved, since G is meant to describe

the symmetry of strong interactions.

2.3. Weaker theorems.

As a first step, the following lemma is introduced which

establishes a basic result used in all further theorems on Df] S.

Michel's lemma

Let G be a Lie algebra and A a subalgebra of G. Let B be a

subspace of G, such that (i)G=A+Bi.e. every g6 G can be uniquely

decomposed into g=a+b,a€A, be B; (ii)H an element x£ A, x£0,

satisfying jjc, B^<£ A and such that the smallest ideal of A containing

x is A itself. Then A is an ideal of G.

Before giving a proof of the lemma, it is appropriate to remark
3

that it was first proved by Michel , although he assumed B to be a

subalgebra of G, not a subspace. However since the fact that B is an

algebra is not used in his proof, if necessarily follows that the

above lemma is true. In contrast to Michel's group theoretical treatment,

an algebraic proof is presented here. A different algebraic proof

has been produced by Berzi.
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Proof of Michel's lemma.

a right coset a + g of a in G is the set of elements ^a + g; a 6 a|",
where g is a fixed element of G, called the coset representative. Since

g = a + b, all the right cosets are given by a + b, b 6 B. Consider

the following mapping of the set of right cosets into itself,

rrh : A + b A + [h,b] , h£G, (2.10)

such that rf, is linear i.e. rf , ,■ ,, = a rf.. + b rf, .h ah + bk h k

There exists a homomorphism rf : h if^ of G on to the set of
mappings (2.10). For

nh ^h* (A + b) = A + bl]
and rf^t rf^ (A + b) = A + [>•> lh> bll •

Since rf, is linear,h '

[_V Vl (A + b) = A + [h, Lh'.b]] - [h-, [h, b]]
= A + h'] , b]
=

"0,h'] (A + b)
by use of the Jacobi Identity. Since

rf
x

(A + b) = A +[x, bj= A,

then x € Ker rf. Now Ker rf Q A is an ideal of A containing x. For let
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y be any element of Ker rr f\ A, then^y, a3|€ A, since y, a 6 A, and

^ y, a^6 Ker rr if

rfr n (A + b) = A[y»a3

This is true because rt^ ^ (A + b) = A + Lb,A, b]=
A - Ub>y} > al - [la>b] » y]
= A, since [y,g] e A V g 6 G as y fc Ker rr.

Because the only ideal of A containing x is A itself, Ker rr fl A

A, so that A C Ker rr, i.e.

rr
a

(A + b) = A + ^_a?b"^ = A, \/ a £ A

Hence^a,bj£ A and A is an ideal of G.

In applications of this lemma, x is taken to be an element of

D or S, and although the restriction £x, B^JcA is the weakest assumption
necessary to prove the lemma, one is obviously entitled to demand

more than this. It will be assumed that £ x, = 0 if x A D or

^x,D^ = 0 if x 6 S.

Theorem 2.3 Let G be a unification of D and S, semi-simple, such

that G = £> + B where B is a subspace of D. If there exists an x £ S,

with a non zero component in each of the simple ideals of S, such

that = 0, then D H S = 0 or D.
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n

Proof. Since S is semi-simple, S = © S., where S. are simple
i=l 1 k 1

ideals. The non zero ideals of S are of the form © S.f 1 £ k £n.
n i=l

By assumption x = ^ x., so that the only ideal of S which contains
i=l x

x is S, From the lemma, S is an ideal of G. Now B f] S is a subalgebra

of hoth D and S so that D f\ S is an ideal of D. But since D is simple,

its only ideals are D and 0. Hence D f\ S = 0 or D.

If D f] S = 0, it follows that G = S ^ D which implies that

there is a homomorphism CT of D into der S which is equal to ad S,

since S is semi-simple. Now Kercf = 0 or D. If Ker ff = 0, S ^ ^ D,

and G may be written

G = S© D' , D' D (2.10)

If ker & = D, G = S@D, Theorem 2.3 then implies that in order to

avoid the direct product of D and S, S must contain an algebra

isomorphic to D, provided that a redefinition of D, such as (2.10)

is not allowed.

Theorem Let G be a unification of D and S, semi-simple,

such that G = D + B, where B is a subspace of S. If there exists

a d€ D. Such that£d,S^ = 0, then G = G©S', where S' is a

semi-simple subalgebra of S, and D 0 S = 0, SO(3), S0(2,l).
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Proof . From the lemma I) is an ideal of G and so D H S is an ideal of
k

S, i.e., DflS = 0 S. ^1 £ k £ n. It follows that
i=l 1

n

G = D0 S. = D + S»
i=k+l 1

Wow the semi-simple subalgebras D are K = S0(4,l), SO(^), S0(3,l),

S0(3) and S0(2,l) when D = S0(4,l), and S0(3,2), S0(2,2), S0(3,l),

S0(3) and S0(2,l) when D = S0(3,2). Consider a basis L ^ , a,b =

0,1,2,3,55 £°r ® with C.H. given by (l.6). A basis for each K may

ctb
be chosen, and a general element d 6 D is d = C L ^ , where
C3'"'3 = — C^33. It is very easily shown that when{^d,K^[ = 0, C3*3 = 0 for
both types of D, unless E = S0(2,l) or S0(3), in which case d is

unique up to a numerical factor. Hence the result.

Corollary 2.2. Combining theorems 2.3 and 2.^ i.e. if^[a d t D and

an x€S such that Cd,S^= 0 and ^D,x] = 0, then D H ^ =

For, by theorem 2.3,D f| S = D, so that S? B. Wow £.d,sj = 0, and

so[_d,Dj = 0, which is impossible. It follows that D f| S 5 0,

Theorem 2.3 shows that the relativistic invariance of only one

quantum number is enough to put a very severe restriction on G, i.e.

either G = S 0 D, which is not a physically interesting possibility

or G = S (+ D in which case S9> «.D and must therefore be non-compact.



The other theorem does not exclude a non-zero intersection, and D f\

S = S0(3), the angular momentum algehra,is quite an interesting

possibility. However [a.s] = 0 certainly does not imply spin

degeneracy in S-multiplets, so that its physical interpretation is

rather obscure. However if there are two elements of D, both

commuting with S, then D PIS = 0. This follows from the -uniqueness

of d (see theorem 2.^), the element of D commuting with K = SO(3),

S0(2,l>.
The remaining type of unification to be studied is one in which

the elements of D and S do not necessarily constitute a basis for

G, so that G contains elements belonging to neither D nor S. The

only restriction on G is the general one for a unification, viz

dim G <_ dim S + dim D

Since it would be unwise to specify the C.R. between the elements

x and the rest of G, Michel's lemma cannot be applied in this case.

But by using general results on Lie algebras, the existence problem

for unifications in general may be examined, and all the possibilities

classified to see if there are any obvious candidates for an S.G.A.

This analysis is carried out in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

UNIFICATIONS

3.1 The -unifications of D and a simple S

The problem of finding all possible unifications of D and S,

with no commutator restrictions between certain elements in the

respective algebras must now be considered. This can be done by

taking a completely general Lie algebra G over the real field, and

finding all the possible ways in which D and a real internal symmetry

algebra S can be mapped homomorphically into G so that G is a

unification of D and S*. In the following analysis, S is restricted

to be simple', Furthermore the concept of redundancy in unifications

will be applied. This states essentially that if there is a unification

G of the form G = G^ © G , and G^ is also a unification, while
G^ contains only the zero images of the homomorphisms of D and S
into G, then G^ is said to be redundant, and may be discarded.

Since the advent of the O'Raifeartaigh theorem, more attention

has been paid to the de Sitter groups as space-time symmetries.

SU(2,2) = II (D, SU(2,1))1'2'3 and S0(6,l) = U(S0(>,l), SU(4))^ have

both been considered, and it is worth nothing that in terms of

certain representations of these groups, some progress has been made
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in finding a discrete mass spectrum for the strongly interacting

particles.

3.2. Analysis

Let G = U(D,S), where S and D are "both simple and where, by

assumption

dim G dim D + dim S (3.1)

By Levi's radical splitting theorem^, any Lie algebra G may be

decomposed into the semi-direct sum of its radical R, and a semi-

simple subalgebra F, i.e.

n

G = R (+ (© F ) (3.2)
i=l

since F, being semi-simple, is a direct sum of a set of simple ideals

F_^. This implies that
n

dim G = dim R + dim F_.
i=l 1

Because of the semi-direct sum structure of G, there exist^
homomorphic mappings of S and L into F, with images that will be

denoted by S(F) and D(f) respectively. As S and D are simple,

S(F)«0 or S, and 0 or D, where ^ denotes an isomorphic
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mapping. But if S(f)<^ 0, then S is contained in R, which is

impossible. Thus S(F)S and similarly D(F)<^ D. There also exist

homomorphic mappings of S and D into each F^ of (3.2) with images
denoted by S(F^) and I>(Th) respectively. Again S(F^)^ 0 or S, and
D(F.) 0 or D. The three possibilities for embedding S(F) and D(F)
in F will now be examined in turn.

(a) 3 an F± with S(F ) - 0 and D^)*# D.
Let S(F^) = 0, and D(F^) « D; then dim D <C dim F From (3.l)

and (3.2),
n

dim ( (£> F. ) + dim R <. dim S
i=2 1

and so dim F^ <_ dim S for i 2.

Therefore 3 an F., such that F. = S°, It follows that F -si D, R<^ 0,
j 3 1

and F. oC 0 for i+ 1. j . Thus
x 7

F = F Q F. = D(F ) Q S(F.) ,
i) J

where the image D(F..) need not be zero. If D is isomorphic to a
J

subalgebra of S, then either D(F.)ss D or D(F.)<%? 0. In the first case,
J J

G = S Q- D,

and in the second,

G = S Q D
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If D is not isomorphic to a subalgebra of S, then 0, and
J

only the second case can occur.

(h) 3 an'F with D(F ) = 0 and S(F )<« S.

The treatment for case (b) is analogous to that for (a), with

the result that either G = D (+ S or G = D 0 S, Clearly case (a)
is not very restrictive as there are an infinite number of candidates

for S.

(c) 3 an F. with D(F_^) u D and S(F_^) S, This is the most interesting
type of •unification.

Let i = 1, There are three possibilities, (Cl), (C2), and (C3):

(Cl) F Then D2 S, and since dim F^ = dim D,

n

2 dim F. + dim R _< dim S (3.3)
i=2 1

If 3 an F. (j J> 2) such that S(F.)«# S, then R 0, and
1 J

G = F. ©P. ; F ca D F <5# S1 3 1 3

Then G = D 0 S as in case (b) above. If 3 an F. (j ^ 2) such that
J

D(F_.) & D, then R<s; 0, and so it is necessary that S<^D, and

G = F_ © F: F F .■=» D1 3 1 3

The remaining possibility is that for F., j 2, S(F.)«D(F.)<j# 0,
J J J
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implying that

G = R(± (F1 ©F2),
n

where F D ; F = © F. (3.^01 2
i=2 1

However as F^ commutes with F , and S and D have no images in
it follows that F2 is redundant, and (3.4) may be rewritten as

G - R<J F1 ; Fx D (3.5)

For D = S0(3,2), S = S0(3,2), S0(3,l), S0(2,l) or S0(3). From (3.3)
dim dim S. As R is a real Lie algebra, the elements of R must

provide a basis for a real (but not necessarily irreducible)

representation of F . The 5 and 10 dimensional representations of

S0(3,2) are the only real irreducible representations of dimension

< 10, so that the semi-direct product in (3.5) survives only if

S = S0(3,2) or S0(3,l), and the direct product otherwise. In the

latter case R becomes redundant and may be discarded. Similarly

for D = S0(4,l), R need be kept only for S = S0(4,l) or SO(3,l).

IS0(4,l) and IS0(3,2) are examples of such unifications. When R ^ 0,

G = D S and the unification is banal.

(C2) F1 S. Then S "2 ^D, An analysis similar to (Cl) may be carried

out but it is not very restrictive since there are an infinite number

of possibilities for S.
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(C3) D^F^ S, so that

max (10, dim S) dim F^ < dim S + 10.

Since dim F^ > 10, for i > 2 it follows that dim F^ < dim S, and
so the image S(F_^) S cannot be realised. Hence i = 1, and F is
simple, i.e.

G = R(+ F ; F simple.

It is now necessary to see if F actually exists, and to do this,

all simple Lie algebras F containing D and S, satisfying

dim F dim S + dim D (3.6)

are examined.

Let F, D, S be the complexifications of F, D and S respectively.
^ /—'

There are two cases (l) F is simple or (2) F is semi-simple, being

the direct sum of two isomorphic simple Lie algebras. These will be

discussed in turn.
^ ^ ^ ^ A/ / f

(1) D"^ B is simple. S is simple or S = S © S , where S ^ S^ J_ _L _L ^J_
Ar/

(both simple). The inclusion Fb 3 must satisfy

10 < dim F dim S + 10.
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The only possible F S are,

(1) A^-=> B2 (ii) B "=> (iii) B^ZP
(ii) (v) 3 B^ (vi) o B^
(iii) G2 -p A2 (viii) A^ A^ (ix) A^ z> Ag
(x) d D2.

Examination of the real forms of F and its subalgebras, shows

that all the above pairs except (vii) (G2Bg) provide -unifications.
7These are summarised in table 1. The method of Cornwell for de¬

termining the real simple subalgebras of real simple Lie algebras

has been used to show that these are the only unifications; i.e.

real forms of F which contain none of the real forms of S are omitted.

g
For example one of the real forms of D^, contains none of the
real forms of B^. NDg does not appear explicitly as a possible F,

7
since it has been established that it is locally isomorphic to

S0(6,2).

(2) F = F^ © F^ , F^ F^ (both simple); S = © S_^ or S is simple
/V J r-S r-j /*> /%/

i.e. = 0. In the mapping of S and D into F, let F ^ ^ B and S^.
Then, as dim F (= 2 dim F )^10+2 dim S , it is necessary to find

/s/ ^

all F-^ ^ which satisfy

10 < dim F^ ^ 5 + dim
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/n/ /V /v />/

The only candidates are (i) (ii) F^ = Ay = By These
will be considered in turn.

(i) S = S^, as otherwise dim F = dim S, contrary to the assumption
/>✓ A/ ^

that F strictly contains S, so that 2 dim S = dim F 4 dim S +

10, i.e.

dim S = dim F^<( 10.

However F^o^ D, so that dim F^ = 10. It follows that
r>j

S~ By Thus F = S0(5,C), as this is the only real simple form
Of B2 (±) By

(ii) Suppose S ^ ; then dim F ^ dim + 10 i.e. dim F^ fi 10, and
so, since S^dim F^ = 10. But dim = 15, so that S^^
is necessary. Therefor S = B^ © B2 which only has S0(5,C), considered
as a real Lie algebra,as a simple real form.

The possible unifications are shown in table 2.

From tables 1 and 2, it can be seen that G can have the form

G = R G- F only in the case F = S0(3,3), S = S0(3,2), since SO(3,3)

being locally isomorphic to SL(4,R), has a 4-dimensional real

representation. For example G = ISL (4,R). In all other cases

G = R© F and R, being redundant, may be discarded.
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Table 1; Unifications for F simple

F F D COMPACT S N0N-COMPACT S

(i) SO(5,l) S0(4,l) S0(5) S0(4,l)

S0(4,2) both - S0(4,l), SO(3,2)

SO(3,3) S0(3,2) - S0(3,2)

(ii) S0(n,l) S0(4,l) S0(n) S0(n - 1,1)
to 6< n < 10

(vi) S0(p,q) both - S0(r,s), r+s = n,r< p,
s< q

p+q = n+1

p>q>l

(viii) SU(4,l) S0(4,l) SU(4) SU(3,l)

SU(3,2) both - SU(3,1), SU(2,2)

SL(5,R) both - SL(>,R)

(ix) SU(2,2) both - SU(2,l)

SL(4,R) S0(3,2) - SL(3,R)

(x) S0(5,l) S0(4,l) - S0(3,l)

S0(4,2) both - S0(3,l)

so(3,3) so(3,2) - so(3,i)
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Table 2: Unifications for F semi-simple

F D CCMPACT S NON-COMPACT S

S0(5,C) both S0(5) S0(4,l), S0(3,2)
SL(4,C) both - S0(5,C)

3.3 Conclusions

The unifications (a), (b), (Cl) and (C2) are neither illuminating

nor restrictive from a physical point of view, since they involve

only the banal unifications, and direct or semi-direct products of

D and S.

The case (C3) provides non-trivial and non-banal unifications,

which, because of the restriction on their dimensions are more likely

to be of physical interest. They are displayed in tables 1 and 2,

where it can be seen that there is no non-trivial unification of D

and SU(3). A similar result holds'^ for P and SU(3). To establish

the suitability of any of these algebras, G, as a higher symmetry or

non-invariance algebra, it is first of all necessary to see if the
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corresponding S has irreducible representations, capable of

classifying a sub-set of the elementary particles. A representation

of G can then (if possible) be constructed on these representation

spaces of S, so that the spectrum of the mass-squared operator M2

may be examined. It can be seen that besides the unifications S0(6,l)
2 4

and SU(2,2) mentioned ' previously, there is also the interesting

possibility SU(4,l) = U(S0(4,l), SU(4)), since SU(4) has been

seriously considered as an internal symmetry algebra.
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CHAPTER 4

SPINOR SPACE AND MASS FORMULAE FOR HADRONS

^.1 Spinor space

This chapter is a digression from the programme of considering

unifications and concerns a representation of space-time as a bilinear

product of spinors together with a suggestion concerning the nature

of space-time in the region occupied by an elementary particle.

These ideas were put forward by P. Smrz\ who defined the internal

symmetry algebra U(3) in terms of differential operators in the
2

spinor variables, and then derived the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula

for hadrons from the tensor properties of the mass operator of the

external space-time symmetry algebra. It will be seen that the space-

time is de Sitter-like because of the way in which the coordinates

are represented. The point of the following analysis is to see if

there is a connection between this novel approach and the way in

which the mass spectrum problem has been attempted previously i.e.

by embedding the external and interval symmetry algebras in a larger

non-invariance algebra .

Let ^ be a four-component complex spinor, providing a basis
/*

for the four-dimensional representation of SU(2,2), the group of 4 x 4

complex unimodular matrices, satisfying

eV0 8 = *„>
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where g £ SU(2,2) and = diag (l 1 -1 -l). The elements b of

the corresponding Lie algebra satisfy the equation

b+ = tb *<,

a convenient basis being provided by the 16 Dirac matrices R, where

R = { ^ ^ ^ » "^5 » ~ °> ■L>2> 3 J
^Iu is irreducible with respect to some of the subalgebras of

SU(2,2), in particular the S0(4,l) algebra with basis

{ = i i ^ y5, srV = i fy ]
and the S0(3,2) algebra with basis £ , S^.v J
Therefore monomials in the /Vj/«. , obtained by taking direct products

of four-dimensional representations and extracting the irreducible

subspaces, provide higher-dimensional representations of all these

algbras.

The five dimensional representations of S0(4,l), constituting

the coordinates of a 4 + 1 de Sitter space-time, presented in ref. 1,

is just a special case of this procedure. The five vector is

xa =YiY'a = 0,1,2,3,5 (t.D
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where the finite translations, exp (iaq ^ ), imply

x' = x cosh a - xr sinh a
O O 5

J
x. = x. cos a + xr sxn a
11 5

and where dj/ = /\p+ ^ Contrary to what is assumed in ref. 1, it

is possible to construct a 5-vector for a 3 + 2 de Sitter space,

namely

xr = i'Y ^ Y 5
(^.2)

*5 = if /5

which, under finite translations exp (iaP^_ ), transform as
/

x = x cos a + x^ sin a
o o 5

xf = x. cosh a - xr sinh a
11 5

4-. 2 Generalisation to internal space.

The possible bispinor structure of space-time expressed by (^.l)

and 0+.2) may be generalised by assuming that a point in the internal

space of a strongly interacting particle is defined by a set of

two independent spinors. A scalar particle, for example, can then be
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described by a field

<KV> -vkWI V*, t2*.t3*) ■ (M)
i I i*

Ap , i = 1,2,3, are 4_component spinors and y are their complex
12 3

conjugates. Aj/ and Y are the internal coordinates, while \j/
defines the position of the particle in the external space through

(4.1) or (4.2). If, in the spinor representation, d is an element

of D, one of the de Sitter algebras, with corresponding group element

g = exp (i £ d), then the representation V (g) of g in the space (4.3)
is given by

r(g)£ 3k2, g-1^31^1** ^2*>Ak3+ (g_1)+)
and by expanding g in a Taylor series, a representation G(d) of the

algebra D in (4.3) is found from:

G(d)£ - lim J_f" £ ((I^ - i d)A(/3 ] 0[/3+ (I4 + i d+)) - <|>]
0 it

X 2
where the and dependence of has been suppressed. By

defining the spinors

1 i — V] T
r
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and

V \. 1 3

T

the representation G(d) of D as differential operators in the

space of functions (^-.3) can be written in the form,

G(d) = -Aid1 i' © dT y 1 + y-1 i' ® d+ v*1i^3 ja p- d r

where

/

J3 =
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 1

As [G(d), G(d')] = G([d,d] ), ^r every d, d' £ D, the set of

operators G(d) form a Lie algebra isomorphic to D, which will be
/

denoted by D .

The operators taken by Smrz"'" to represent the U(3) algebra are

T+ =

K+ =

04/' A.

'\p1

Ab1* A-
ay*

dl/1

H"*
etc • 5
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where a summation. over the spinor indices is implied. Using the

spinors and 'SJ 1 , they may be summarised in the form

G(\k). -Yr 1 xTk © I, v; ♦ ^ x k © I, y;1
where X ^ k = 0,1, 8, are the nine matrices forming a basis
for the three dimensional representation of U(3). These operators

G( X form a Lie algebra isomorphic to U(3) which will be denoted

by s' .

4.3 The algebraic closure of D' and S'

The first question to be examined is that of the nature of the

higher symmetry algebra which contains both D' and S' as subalgebras.

By investigating commutators of the form \_ G-(d), G(X^.)^J , which
can be accomplished by considering (x) d, A 0 1^1 , it-3 W u> nk ^

Q

can easily be shown that the algebraic closure of the set G(d)

and G(X ) is the algebra U(6,6); i.e. all the matrices

X , ©R

/
are found in the closure. Such a scheme, with I replaced by I

/ \ 4in the U(3) generators has been examined by Roman et.al. , but,

unlike the present scheme, in their formulation it was found necessary to

go outside the group to explain mass differences within an SU(3) multiplet.
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4.4 The energy and mass-squared operators

All the generators of D commute with T2, and J which is

quite a desirable feature and furthermore they break the SU(3)

symmetry in the Y-direction. For example,the energy operator Pq
of S0(3,2), which is compact and can have a discrete spectrum

in a representation of U(6,6), has the form

P0 = 4 © i■<o = <■ 3 I3 - « ®

= phiPo(Y)
where P is invariant under SU(3), and A P (Y) transforms as the

o o

3
component of a tensor

T. ^ = A. ^ x i Y
11 o

j 2
where A^ , i,j = 1,2,3 are the Okubo matrices of SU(3).

The most important question concerns the mass-squared operator

M2. Since it is D' rather than D which is embedded in the higher

symmetry algebra, it is natural to take M2 to be the second-order

Casimir operator of D'. At this point it is necessary to distinguish

between this operator and the second-order Casimir operator of D.

It is easily shown that the commutator is preserved in the isomorphism
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D D', but it is not true that

G(d) G(d') = G(dd')

for every d, d' & D (as was implicitly assumed in ref. l), so

that the isomorphism does not extend to the universal enveloping

algebras of D and D'. Consequently, M2 does not have the Gell-Mann-

Okubo form, as stated in ref. 1, but in addition to having invariant
3 3 3

and terms, it has a part transforming as T . It thus

bears a formal resemblance to the second-order mass formula of

5 3 3
Okubo , but will not give the same predictions since the

3
term is not independent of the T_ term and is in fact not

necessarily small compared with the latter.

Without constructing a representation of U(6,6), nothing can

be said about the detailed spectrum of M2 and P . It is obviously
o

desirable to construct a representation, but it would be better in

the first instance to examine a smaller algebra, such as a

unification of D and an internal symmetry. Furthermore, despite the
—2

size of U(6,6), the spin operator, tentatively taken to be M~ C^,
where is the fourth-order Casimir operator of D', does not commute

with S'. If it did, it would imply that spin is a U(6,6) invariant,
—2 3

since D' and S* close on U(6,6). However M~ is not listed as

one of its invariants.
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CHAPTER 5

THE UNIFICATION SO(6.1)

5#1 The algebra SO(6.l)
In the analysis of Chapter 3» no ■unifications of D and SU(3) were

found. However the smallest unification containing SU(3) as a subalgebra

is S0(6,l) = H £S0(^,1), S0(6)^ , and SO(6) is locally isomorphic to
SU(4), which has received some attention"'" as a generalisation of SU(3).
In concept, a unification, although useful as a minimality condition,

is bound to lead to difficulties of interpretation because of the possibility

of a non-zero intersection between D and S, which would imply that a

space-time transformation could change the internal quantum numbers of
2

a particle. Vigier has put forward a solution to this problem by

assuming that there are two de Sitter algebras and which are

respectively the right and left translations of SO(^,l). To see what

is meant by this, consider the following continuous mappings of a

R —1
topological group G into itself; (a) a right translation T : ar = crx

(b) a left translation T^ : cr = y or , where x,y,cK £ G, Obviously
y

p
the group multiplication law is preserved in the mappings x and

L R L R L
y —^ T so that Tn G Tn # Furthermore T„ and Tn commute, since

y G G G G y

T^ T^ :CT = T^ : cfx"" = yi/x''"
y x y
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and

•p T "R _~1
TT :CT = T :yer = y (fx"
x y x J

Generators of translations can then "be defined in the usual way, so that

4 : (X = Yp-

and (5.1)

T® : cr = - or X

where X,Y are in the Lie algebra G' of G. From (5.l) if follows that the

Casimir operators of G', of even order, are equal.

When G' = SO(k,l), then D = , and Dg = T^, . D d S0(6,l)
is assumed to be the "internal" de Sitter algebra, while which

commutes with S0(6,l) is interpreted as the symmetry algebra of physical

space-time, and the mass-squared operators of and are equal.

Another difficulty with unifications is that in choosing a complete

set of commuting operators to construct an I.R., it is not always

possible to have the desirable operators of D and S commuting with

each other. Although it is inevitable for these reasons that algebras

more general than unifications should be considered, the present study

is necessary to see whether the results on the mass spectrum are

reasonable, and to help in the formulation of new criteria for non

invariance algebras.
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The group S0(6,l) is the set of transformations which leave

invariant the quadratic form

2 « 2
"

Xo + 2 *a '
a = 1

and the generators L^ (A,B = 0,1,2..., 6), where satisfy
the usual C.R. for the algehra of a pseudo-orthogonal group, namely

LLAB> LCD] = 1 ( gAC LBD + gBD LAC " gAD "Sc ~ gBC LAD) ' (5.2)
the metric tensor g^ Being defined By g^ = 0, for K L, and -gQ0 =

gll = = g66 = 1*

5.2 The SU(k), SU(3), and S0(k,l) suBalgeBras

The generators L ^ , a,B = 1,2,...,6 form the S0(6) suBalgeBra of
S0(6,l); and the local isomorphism S0(6) ^ SU(4) may Be exhibited By

writing down a Basis for SU(A-).

T1 " i (123 " L15> T2 " * (L31 " L25>
T1 ' i (-L36 - V T2 " i CS " V}
D1 ' i+ Ll6> '2 - * - ht>
B » i + V F2 " * + l26)
B = i Ks + L36> e2 ■ ('V + V
c.i ' i(L23 + h5) °2 - i <L31 + L25}
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T3 ® (l12 " L35^
Y "3 {L12 + L35 - 2Lw)
Z = i (L^ + L35 + 1^)

The first twelve may he combined in the usual way to give the raising
+

and lowering operators E = E^ + i E^ , while the latter three provide the
of a Cartan-Weyl basis. It can easily be seen that T^ , T^ , T^ ,

nx , U2 , Vi , V2 and Y close on an SU(3) subalgebra, with T^
representing the third component of isospin and Y the hypercharge.

Furthermore Z, the "charm" operator of SU(^) theories, commutes with SU(3),
The other subalgebra of interest, namely SO(^,l), may be chosen to

be the set I" ^ = 0,1,2,3,5. Of course there are other bases for

S0(^,l) but the above choice is deliberate for the following reason. The

spectrum of the second order invariant of S0(^,l) is to be examined,

and, since the isospin algebra lies entirely within 30(^,1), the result

is simplified by precluding mass splitting within an isomultiplet. To

be more specific, the following identification is made.

Momenta = L

Space-time = L
^ y

Rotations

= 0,1,2,3.
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The mass squared operator is then

M2- = ^2°2 + i"M1JLVM^V)r r

It may "be seen that the difficulty mentioned in the first section

has arisen, i.e. the generators of SO(k,l) do not commute with T^ , Y
or Z, implying that the internal quantum numbers are not relativistically

K

invariant. Yigier's argument must be involved so that it is only the

internal deSitter transformation which change the internal quantum

numbers.

6.3 Construction of an irreducible representation of S0(6,l)

S0(6,1) is one of the real forms of the complex simple Lie algebra

, which is of rank three and has 21 elements in a basis. Consequently

a set of twelve commuting operators is necessary to specify completely any

state within an I.R..In this case they are chosen to be the invariants

of the algebras mentioned in the following chain,

S0(6,l) ^ SUO) ^ SU(3) © U(l)z SU(2) 0 U(l)y V3 u(l)T
(5.3)

The representation to be constructed is akin to that used in the group

theoretical description of the non-relativistic hydrogen atom, and the

harmonic oscillator. In these problems the non-invariance groups are
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SO(k,l) and SU(3,l) respectively, whose representations are infinite

towers of the symmetric tensor representations of the corresponding

invariance groups, viz. SO(k) and SU(3).

The symmetric tensor, or most degenerate representations of SO(6)

are described by a single row of boxes in a Young diagram. They have

3
been derived explicitly by Raczka et.al. although the diagonalisation

is not as shown in (5.3). The easiest way to construct the desired
k

representation is to extend a result of Beg and Ruegg , who have found

the basis functions for all SU(3) representations as harmonic functions

or a five-dimensional surface of a sphere S^, embedded in a six-
dimensional Euclidean space E^.

The unit sphere S may be parametrized in the following way

COS 0

sin 9 cos3 (5 A)

0 £ e;5 ^ \ 5 0 - 4*. £ W , k = 1,2,35 r = 1.

i4> i
11

1—I
+ i X6 = r e x

L = x^ + i x^ = r eX>2
2 3 5

II

C°\
+ 1 X2 = r eit3

It is easily seen that , i.e.

Z. Z. * = x x = r2- = 1
li a a

is invariant under the action of S0(6) as well as SU(3). The invariant
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2

1

metric G. . on S is then given by
tJ ✓

ds2 = 1 dz1 1 2 +ldz2|+ \dz^\
= d "9 2 + cos2 0 d <|?

+ sin2 9 (d. 5 2 + cos2^ d ^2 + sin2 ^ d cj? ^2)
The basis functions for the I.R. of S0(6) are the eigenfunctions

of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on S^,
1 \ • • \

r"2 j._ (G2 G J t-A 5 = G~" -T-g (G'2 g1J -r.j ) . j = 1.2,3,^,5.
where G = det (G ), G1^ = (G"*1). . , and {1 * 1 ~ { ® 3 ^ ^ ^ ^-L J -LJ

The eigenvalues of A ^ on are-n(n + 4), n being a positive
integer, so that the equation remaining to be solved is

Ac X + n(n + 4) X = 05 n n

which is identical to the equation for the basis functions found
3

by Raczka et.al. However the method of solution is different in

this case to bring out the diagonalisation (5*3)• The solution is
4

found to be the product of two Wigner d-functions weighted by

cosect7 , l.e •.»
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Y zx OJ1/ ^'n T J^O + t + O
— cos,c.c© cl (ze) ^

K(^ + tT + s^> '4c ~ UT~*}
T

* ^ * ex£> ii
"jU-O + t? , 's 3

x ex^> ' T3 x «.y |p i ^ (~2-^,i +• ^2. + )
where p + q = n, and ^ (p - q) is the eigenvalue of the charm operator

2. (p*q) is the pair of positive integers which specify an I.R. of SU(3),
o

For fixed n, the set of functions Y is irreducible under SO(6). The

idea now is to construct a representation of S0(6,l) on the space of

functions

© Yn '
n

hut before doing this, some properties of the S0(6) representation

will be discussed.

5 A The restriction of the S0(6) representation to SU(3)

The functions Y (n fixed) may be expressed as

P
Yn = © 'Y ^

P»1

p + q = n
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•where for fixed p and q, is irreducible under SU(3). In the

chain (5.3) there is only one additive quantum number which can

distinguish between different I.R,'s of SU(3) contained in an I.R.

of SO(6), namely the eigenvalues z of the charm operator which go in

integer steps from -n/2 to + n/2. Since n = p + q is fixed, when a

value for z = \ (p - q) is chosen, both p and q are determined. It

follows that there is only one representation of SU(3) corresponding to

each value of \ (p - q). Clearly, in anticipation of the S0(6,l) repre¬

sentation, as n takes all positive integral values, all the representations

of SU(3) occur just once.

5.5 The relationship between the symmetric tensor I.R.'s of S0(6)

and I.R. 's of SUflQ

It was mentioned previously that the symmetric tensor representations

of S0(6) are characterized by a Young tableau consisting of a single

row of boxes, where each box corresponds to a vector in a 6-dimensional

real space E^. Such an array is specified by one parameter, namely n,
the number of boxes.

Consider now representations of SU(4). The of SU(A-) has a basis

Z± (i = 1,2,3**0 i.e. II is realised in the space of vectors in (C ^

(four copies of the complex plane). The _6 of SU(^) has a basis

2?.~ Zv - Zr , where Z^ and 7^ are distinct vectors in d . . These1 .1 .11 ~ - 4-
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functions are anti-symmetric, giving a Young tableau

xn c

But the 6 of SU(4) is just the defining representation of S0(6), which

means that the identification

x = z} z? - z3: z2
K 1 J J 1

can be made, giving j ) in Eg as the corresponding Young tableau.
Symmetric tensors in the vectors x^. may be constructed^thus leading to
the following correspondence.

£ 4E,

< >

n boxes

SO (6)

n cols.

SU(4)

For example when n = 2, then tensor in Eg is
T = 44 + X^ X^ , where
A

*k = z}
X

Z2
J

Z1 Z2
J i

B
X1 = Z3

m
z* -

n

3 4ZJ z
n m

4 = Z1
m

Z2 -

n
z1 Z2
n m

II Z?
X

4
z.

J

o 4
Z. Z so that

J 1 '
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T = (i j m n) - (i j n m) - (j i m n) + (j i n m)

+ (mni j) - (m n j i) - (nmi j) + (n m j i)

in an obvious notation. Note that T is anti-symmetric in the interchanges

of i and j, and of m and n, but is symmetric in the interchange of the

ordered pairs (ig) and (mn). Now of the four fourth rank tensors in (C
only the one with two rows of two boxes fits the above symmetry

requirements. However T is not the most general tensor corresponding

to , which is obtained by applying the Young symmetrizer^ to an

arbitrary tensor i*1 C ^5 H Noes have enough symmetry
requirements to determine the Young tableau uniquely.

Now that the relationship between the representations has been

established, it is possible to use well known^ results on SU(^) to give

the dimensions of the representations and their decomposition on restriction

to SU(3). These are summarised in table 1 for a few values of n.

TABLE I

n Dimension of Decomposition
SU(4) rep. w.r.t. SU(3)

0 1 1

1 6 3 + 3

2 20 6+8 + 6

3 50 10 + 15' + 15' + 10
5 105 15+25+27+25+15
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5.6 The infinite-dimensional hermitian representation of 30(6,1)

To realise a representation of S0(6,l) on the space of functions

(+>Y , the action of the generators L must he specified (A,B = 0,1,...,6),
n n Ah
The L

^ (a,b = 1,2,...,6) may he represented hy differential operators
of the form

L i = i (x c> -x ^ )* * *a a ^ ^

where the x are defined in (5.^), and hy using the spherical
Si

parametrisation (5.^0 with 0 < f < oO , the L ^ may he recast in the form
5

L v =ah

i.e. independent of r and as expected since the Y^ are independent
of r.

The specification of the generators L is more involved, and may he
oa

*7 8
accomplished using the methods of Budini or Bander and Itzykson ,

starting with the operators

Loa-iyoi- +iyafu
where the seven-vector y lies on a hyperholoid

"yo + ya ya - -1

Operators Y defined on functions on S^, having the same C.R.
as the LQaj and hermitian with respect to the measure on may then
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"be derived. This measure is given by

cljuL — s'm*0 C(v5> B .s wv ^ c«, ^ 40 4^ ^ d ^ z 4

The operators Y^ , Y^ , Yq^ are exhibited since they are used
in mass-squared operator in the next section.

\] ■= -I c-i s? c9i -1 c4> c ? -L +■ 1 k- +- £ ^ c<b s8sc
J-1 "TTT" «*4>, 2- *S© * S© if TS

V01= 1 - 1 C?3 + £lS^9S?
S© > S9^ ^ 2

(5.5)

vM = •tzcfc.9_^ +-'^-4>2i s<5 — + ► *+*
5© ^ see«£

sL + £ ; o& <,<3c<
* *

Vo, - ~v s ")\C iC®^- f i sf S? ^ -I C- sL €L c *9 £ C
Je -£-*s 1

where C ■= C&5 ^ S -= s'm
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5.7 The mass-squared operator

From the C.R. (5.2), it can he seen that the mass-squared operator

M2- commutes with T2-, T^, Y and Z, thereby causing no transitions between
the states of an STJ(3) or even STJ(^) multiplet. However M2 does not

commute with the Casimir operators of SU(3) so that it is possible to

have mixing between different multiplets, and, from the general form

of the operators V (5.5) it can be anticipated that the general non-
oci

zero matrix elements of M2- are of the form ^p,q | M2 \ p, q^> and
</p t 1, q 1 1 \ M2 \ p, q^> , where |p,q^>- is the spherical harmonic

At this point it must be noted that the only unknown parameter in

M2- is the multiplicative factor \ ^ c / R which is the natural unit

of (mass)2 in a de Sitter space-time. This is obviously very small since

R is so large, so that for a sensible definition of mass, it is necessary

to scale up M2 by multiplying by a factor R2/r2, where r is of the order

of a Compton wavelength of an elementary particle. The mass-squared

operator then becomes

M2 - K Kz + + t§3 + T05 - L12 - L23 - L!l - L?5 - Ll5 - L35}
where |A * = t2' c2- / r2 , and must be determined by comparison with
experiment. Alternatively, this may be written

M2' = ii2 (V2 + Y2 + Y2 + Y2 - 2T2 - 2C2)ol o2 o3 o5
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■where C2 = C2- + C2- + C2- amd C = b (L,0 + L ). C2 is always diagonal
1 <c J 5 1^ 55

in the representation heing considered, and in fact it may be shown

that it has the same eigenvalues as T2-, i.e.

C2' /\p p'q = t(t +1) p'q
Wow consider the other part of M2-. Using (5.5)>

\|,z + V* + W* = N/ % ■=* o\ ot v 6S —

- c1Q£ — J_ ^ — j £ - _j_ ^
4e* sle sleslj ^<^3

+ 2> cd 1% - 0 — + - (% ~ Cot O T~
T<e ±9 *5

~ %£ s2 9 ■+ 'JE 4 5. ^ e
4- 2, 2.

The ^ dependence of this operator may be eliminated by noting

that

4- C +~Avv ? - c,otc^k- - -E— - J • A—
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so that

V =
X + I C© U e - 0 — 4 ^ T2"
te*- se ~r<Q

Xf &2-e + l£ + £ cz8
4- 1 2.

This expression can he simplified even further using the fact

that I^, the second order invariant of SU(3), with eigenvalues

1 (p2- + q2- + pq + 3p + 3q)
9

is given by (see ref. 4, equation 3.20)

12/ X — — ^ — (_3 8 - hxvi.9^) X 4- 4-_T* <*6 s*©

4- t + ^Ci^-n.)2*
ez 9

Using this to define , it follows that
49*

M1 = 1^{ U, +4S + ( UX 4 "2.S ) c Z.© + Is6c8^r z i X Xe

+U1 - K' }
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To define the action of M2- on a|/ it is necessary to consider only

CoseLc'd cl 1.2-0)
f ~zs *<»t +3}, i- O-t-sy -nU ©

which can he evaluated using standard manipulations with d-functions.

These are quoted in the appendix to this chapter. At this point the

argument will he limited to the case p = q since it appears that this

formalism applies only to meson multiplets. Now, using equations (A.l),

(A.2), (A.3), and the normalised spherical harmonics on S i.e.5

P ,12 [(2T+l)(p+q+2)] 2 ^

the diagonal matrix elements of M2- are found to he

t,T3,Y

8 U ^ + 0(2.f-t3.3

+•*!. - t'L t 4- — 1
2 $ 4-012-^+3)

4- T C"T +• 0 1 - % ^
(-012^3) (5>6)
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For a physically interesting multiplet, e.g. the octet of SU(3), p = 1

and (5.6) reduces to

</ _ u" 2o^v - ( i +■ 0 +
ZO "S O 23 ^

(5.7)

Note that 61/236 is very close to l/4, and hence there is a

similarity "between (5.7) arLd the Gell-Mann-Okubo"^ mass formula for

mesons,

M2- = M2 - - c2- [ T(T + l) - Y2-] (5.8)

where M2- and c2 are independent parameters, which means that (5.7)
has more predictive power than (5.8). The latter is known to fit the

pseudoscalar mesons very well, hut gives poor results when applied to the

octet of vector mesons. This is thought to "be due to Lo - mixing.

However (5.7) does fit the vector mesons with the physical <£> in
the octet . With |va. 2 = 0.09914 GeV2-,

f 2 = 0.615 (0^587) GeV2-
K*2- = 0.808 (O.797) "

= 1.004 (1:039) "

12
showing good agreement with the experimental values in brackets. It is
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a little unfortunate that the singlet (p = 0) is not the U) -particle,

since c^M2-")* = 0.^1^ GeV2- for the above value of f^2>

6.8 The eigenvalues of M2

The only non zero off-diagonal matrix elements of M2 are found to

he (for p = q.)

^ Lif v + s/g) ( t- \
4 ( f>+\X ) V 1P /

x j(aj>-Y-nOUt> 4-Y - +-2-t ^X^-Y +-*T

(5.9)

and

+ \>> = *s/g) / Hj AVi
4 (+ iM ^ ) V

X ^(lf-Y-iT^X^-^'^-^X2-}5 4-Y ^-2-T -VH-)( a\»-Y-2-T + t-)j
(5.10)
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The hermiticity of M2- may he checked by putting p = p' - 1 in the

latter to show that <^p -1 \ m2' | p"^ = z(p ^ m2' \p~ 1^> . In view
of the good agreement with experiment found in the previous section, it

might be expected that the off-diagonal elements are small compared

to those on the diagonal. This is not the case, and both (5.9) and (5.10)
are monotonically increasing functions of p, ^ p2- for large p, just

13
like <( M2 . The M2- matrix may be diagonalised , by approximating the

infinite-dimensional matrix by a finite dimensional one of order (p + l),
but because the off-diagonal elements are so large, the convergence of

the eigenvalues for increasing p is slow. At about p = 70, the variation

with p is slow enough for the asymptotes m2- (T,Y) to be found by means

of the parametrization

m2- (T,Y) + a^*Y) + 13^Y) (5.11)
Table 2 shows the variation in the eigenvalues of interest with the

size of the matrix. (The factor u, 2 has been suppressed).
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TABLE 2

N x N Singlet
S2- ¥ f K*2-

10 2.796 k.Q69 3.176 3.65^
20 2.655 ^.088 2.893 3.198

30 2.595 3.785 2.781 3.019

ko 2.560 3.613 2.717 2.918

50 2.539 3.501 2.675 2.853

60 2.521 3.^18 2.6A7 2.807

70 2.508 3.356 2.627 2.771

The ratios <^>2/ ^2/K*2 , K*2/ j3 2 and <jp2/S2 also form
asymptotic sequences with increasing N. Using a formula of the form

(5.11), it was found that <^2-/k*2 = 1.155, K*2-/_p 2 = 1.02^. These imply
that <^>2/ f 2 = 1.18. An independent check on this quantity gave ^ 2/ f* 2 =

1.17. Also, ^2/S2- = 1.21.
However these ratios do not fit the vector mesons, or any other

known octet of mesons. In addition to this result, it may "be argued that

even the concept of an SU(3) multiplet has disappeared in the

diagonalisation process. The only consolation is that a definite splitting

in the mass-squared eigenvalues, varying with T and Y, has "been

established. The fact that the expectation values give agreement with

experiment may be indicating that an algebra which is larger than S0(6,l)
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and which avoids the intersection of SO(^-,l) and STJ(3), is necessary.

5.9 The octet of 2+ mesons

It can easily he checked that the C.R. of the operators representing

S0(6,l) are unaffected hy the addition of a term proportional to xQj

to V , i.e.

V V + X (5.12)oa oa a w '

and the representation remains hermitian if is real. The evaluation

of ^M2^? with the substitution (5.12) gives a two parameter ( 2, y )
mass formula, which when restricted to the octet, fits the 2+ mesons

(a2 ' h » f The mass-squared expectation values are

A,2" = [ij. + 1 *l)1 g s

K 1 I lltk +■ I
n ' 2.0 s"

f/2j - ^ c4- s -jf2") (5.13)
is

which lead to the sum rule

36K|=2lf/X + 13A| , (5.1^)

with l.h.s. = 72.36 GeV2- and r.h.s. = 70.19 GeV2-. y 2 may be estimated

from the ratio of any two equations in (5.13), giving 2 ^ 3.0. ju 2
then turns out to be twice the value found for the vector mesons, i.e.
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|^2- = 2 x 0.0991^ GeV2-.
For the singlet S,

S2- =■ K(f + f
and the above values for ^ 2 and y 2 give S2- = 1.22 GeV2. There appears
to be no 2+ object recorded at this mass value but (this may be just

a coincidence) S2- xx 2 U> 2 showing that if the original estimate of ii> 2

is adopted, the mass of the 60 -particle is predicted.

In alternative transformation which leaves the representation

unchanged is

Toa "„a + 1 * A >(1 " G4 (5.15)d*«,
1

(t real), the factor (l - t) 2 being necessary because

( v + i t ) , V , + i t ~\ = -i (l - t) Lab
'4.

With the substitution (5.15)» "the expectation values of M2- in the octet

become

A* = 150 b')
sr [ 1 - t)

K* = i-A2" (ibs - ^-bofc)
(5>l0

^ ( ^2- Hob)
>S~( 1- k)
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and lay eliminating jU-2 and t, the exact sum rule is
/

I±556 KJ = 2591 A2- + 2079 -J 2

which will he approximated by

k.56 = 2.59 A| + 2.08 $ ' 2- (5.17)
This is in excellent agreement with experiment, since l.h.s, = k.76 GeV2-

and r.h.s. = ^.76 GeV2-.

It is worth noting that both sum rules (5.1^) and (5.17) satisfy

the octet of vector mesons, with the predictions 28.7 29GeV2-

and 2.16 zz 2.11 GeV2 respectively, when the particle labels are

interchanged. From (5.16), t =-0.115 and, as before ju.2 ~ 2 x 0.0991^
GeV2-. However with these values, the singlet state does not correspond

to any known particle

S2- - a2 (2(? ~ 60-1) _ ^ 7„ 2.T 6(1 - t) " K

5.10a Automorphisms of S0(6.l)

In section 5.2, bases for the S0(^,l) and SU(3) subalgebras were

chosen in such a way that the mass-squared operator commutes with T2-,

T^ and Y. Obviously this choice of bases need not be unique, and other
SU(3) and S0(^,l) subalgebras may be obtained by considering
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automorphisms of S0(6,l). If this is the case, the mass formula may

not he unique. Let and ■[ be the original "bases for SU(3)
and SO(^,l) respectively. Consider the transformations,

-1
s' = X S X

d' = y d y 1

where x and y are elements of the group S0(6,l). Clearly •{ s1 ^ and

£ d'l form SU(3) and SO(^,l) suhalgehras of S0(6,l). It is always
possible to find an element k 6 S0(6,l) such that x = y k, so that

[>», d»] = y ^ ksk"1, d y"1
In a representation of S0(6,l), if the basis functions Y are

transformed so that Y —^ x Y , it follows that the multiplet structure
n n'

is preserved, since those operators which were diagonal on Y^ remain
diagonal when acting on x Y . It follows that (in a unitary representation),

(xY , [ s'd'l x Y') = (k Y , fk s k"1, d 1 k Y')n' L ' J m n' L u m

3o that it is sufficient to consider automorphisms of the SU(3)

subalgebra only.

From section 5.6, it will be recalled that the representation

operators for S0(6,l) were defined initially on functions /\1/ (y) ,
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r t T
z = |_y0 ' yi ' y6 J '

= 1 (gBC y r~ " SAC y ^ )
^ S

which may "be rewritten more compactly as

G^1AB^ = y 1AB V ->

where

V = [ r r- ' * - -' TL "\ and the l.-p are the
- L <ho ' **)«.J

defining matrices of the SO(6,1) algebra. Let k "be an element of the

group S0(6,l). A representation of k on ^ (z) is given by

r (k) ^ (y) = ^(k1 y),
T

and, on the functions (k y), the representation of the algebra

becomes

'"(V-i'naSk's? ^
= G(k g kT g)

By restricting the 1^-g to those combinations which gave the original
STJ(3) algebra, (5.18) affectively defines an automorphism of STJ(3).
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5.10h Restrictions on the automorphisms

In order to have a realistic mass formula, the new operators for

T2-, and Y must still commute with M2-, i.e. the following conditions

must he imposed.

Lg' (x)> G(0] = 0 (5.19)

[g» (T.) G' (T1), G(lm) Ga™)] = 0 (5.20)

where m, n = 0,1,2,3,5* 1 = 1,2,3, and. X is or Y* Now

G-(T3) = ^'(i12 - i35),
and G.(Y) +

so that (5.19) may he replaced hy

L" h12 - \6), o(g Gd1™)} = 0 (5.21a)

LG' (135 " V • G(lnm) " 0 (5-21b)
Consider, for the moment, the commutator

O &i2). G(im1)]
- G ( C k 8 kT«' hail ) G(llm)
+ G (W G( f k \z e kTg' 1<m 3 }
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This is evaluated "by representing the matrices in the following way:-

u

k - I Llt U><k\
<x^b - o

<j.wTv* k'-Z v'ea\c><a\ ^
c

} cl =■ o

where the kets are defined so that <^a \ h= £ . It follows that

kla lk\ = £i5. = <• ^a,kVa - k.xk'.a )UX<M >
<x c\

>

and that

k
m k u)!1

- V^Uaik'lw- vaik',m)\JX"^
+ V„(kaiu'„ - w,uu\„)W><->;
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Hence, I C ^ , i w ) § U "" " )
= AV.al

- V„ a'1 (~,a) ^ ^
\L , . ^ d

~ V c lm'A> "Ja i.

+- c'1 t«,a) ^ i i
>»« *

* "v - Wvi. )
n.

where

A (*,<0 - "* ^

Cvx(vn,C1)= ^a\ ^ «.* ~" ^

The terms which are contained in

) °&")+ °&") °( C i^ . VI
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of the form y^ are given by

r",a ^ \, d vw __.d, ^ " " " cJ-M
o w

4- AaC^»i) ^ ^

+ C*lvvu'A} ^ L

VwwU ^ l^J^) 4_

- c (.** ,<0 ^ i

VSA>

*A^

(5.23)
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Now (5.22) is an element of the enveloping algebra of S0(6,l),
and from (5.23) it can be established which elements of the Lie

algebra are contained in (5.22). Using the fact that

CA2 (n,d) = -A"'"2 (n,d) , n,d=£: 0

and C12 (0,d) = A12 (o,d) ?

the coefficient of the term y ^ (p,q = 0,1,2,3,5) is given by
P

^
-1 ^ Oy Sqq + gqq Bnn - Snn gpp - SSpp (P,q)

and

which is identically zero. Also the coefficient of y p = 0,1,..,6,
P ^ ^

is zero. The only non-zero terms are of the form y A/
P

y ^ , where p = 4 6, and q = 0,1,2,3,5. With q 0, the

coefficient of y is
p

+i £*„ (e- Eqq + gqq "W a1Z (q-p)>
which is equal to the coefficient of y . When q = 0, the

q ^ »=>
coefficient of y A is

z-1 i^n (gmm goo + gGo gnn} A (o'p)'

which is minus that of y
0

It follows that the linear terms in (5.21a) and (5.21b) are zero if

A12 (p,q) - (p,q) = 0 (5.2Aa)
A35 (p,q) - Ak6 (p,q) = 0 <5.2^)
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where p = 4,6, and q = 0,1,2,3,5. It is easily checked that the

conditions (5.24), which are restrictions on k , are preserved

under matrix multiplication, so that all the matrices k form a

subgroup of S0(6,l).
To find out which subgroup this is, consider (5.24) in terms of

the matrix elements of i.e.

V kq2 - kp2 kql " kp4 V + V V = °

kp3 kq5 ~ kp5 kq3 ~ kp4 kq6 + kp6 kq4 0
(5.25)

For infinitesimal k , k =1 and k , = ~g k, g-u-r.. Using this in9L£L 3.D Q.SL Da. DD

(6.39), and neglecting all terms which are second order in the matrix

elements, give the following conditions,

km4 = km6 = °> m =

so that the matrices k are of the form

0

1

2

3

5
4

6

S0(4,i)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

S0(2)

(5.26)
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It is not surprising that there are no conditions on the

S0(4,l) subgroup of S0(6,l), since M2 commutes with all the elements

of the former. Furthermore, all the elements of SO(4,1), and hence

M2, commute with the subgroup S0(2) generated by Clearly (5.20)
can impose no further restrictions on k , so that the conclusion

to be drawn from this analysis is that although there can be non-

trivial automorphisms of the SU(3) subalgebra defined by (5.26), they

all lead to the same mass formulae.

This situation will hold for most unifications where there is a

non-zero intersection of the internal and external symmetry algebras.

It would be interesting to examine algebras larger than unifications

to see if there is any non-uniqueness in the mass formula, and, if

so, to see if any physical significance can be attached to it. If the

non-uniqueness turns out to be completely spurious, then a new

criterion for higher symmetry algebras may be established; namely

that the mass formula should contain no arbitrariness derived from

an automorphism of the internal or external symmetry algebra.

Of course, two isomorphic subalgebras need not be equivalent

i.e. they need not be connected by an automorphism. Little can be done

to analyse this sort of arbitrariness. In fact the whole process of

constructing a representation and examining the spectrum of M2 would

have to be repeated.
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5.11 Discussion

It is quite surprising that the algebra S0(6,l), chosen for no

other reason than that it is the smallest unification of SO(^-,l)

and an internal symmetry algebra containing SU(3), should lead to

such accurate mass formulae. Also there is a conceptual difficulty

in understanding how a small curvature in space-time can be important

in the region of an elementary particle. However this would not be
p-

a diffuculty if the no-go theorems on the spectrum of p p are
h*-

simply mathematical results with no reference to physics.

An alternative interpretation of this work would be to imagine

that space-time has a very large curvature in the region occupied by

an elementary particle. Such an idea has been suggested and examined

by Barut^ and Bohni^, who were able to find a formula relating the

masses and spins of particles and their resonances. If this approach

is adopted, the scaling up procedure described in section 5»7 becomes

unnecessary, and the prediction for the radius of an elementary
-13

particle is R ~10 cms.

It must be noted that there is no a priori way of telling which

particular octets of mesons are being described by the representation

used here, since the analogy of the spin operator for the de Sitter

algebra is zero. Perhaps it may be possible to include spin in a more

general representation, and also find a mass formula for spin 0 mesons.
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(A.1)

Appendix

The standard results on d-functions needed to evaluate the

14
matrix elements of M2 are listed below .

a ■ i''7"
(i) cc*>ie A. &0) = L U d. Cie)

J j rri — —r j } yv\
X It* + ^

+ _li_ d! ue)

7a.
+ C. (.(+W\ I^(^ + j + ■** 0 ^ 4 ^ (2.0)

j
^ m

iu + i)l £+ 0

\j

(ii) *xn 29 <A* U©) — A* X (2.9)

-v j L U +Vw\^'WA + 0] /X d^ (l6)
mTo J'm

11^ ^ ^ I
+ u yx+y^N)(x++-^ +■ \ x + o J 4. (2,0)

j, m

(4 + \ )[ X. 2 4- \)

(A.2)
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(iii) 2.6m 8 crtS k C Cir^^c ft A •
48 L 4)m 4

— Aot>ec8 1 c^ (.2-60 - ll*v> +• \) cl< CsiZ9u J,'^ J

- iVx^ j.9 ^

(A. 3)
'/i

where <=£.
^ ~ Q(X
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CHAPTER 6

BARYON RESONANCES

6.1 Alternative description, of the representation

It was pointed out by Beg and Ruegg^" that the spherical

harmonics

X (©, i*2, ^3)

are just the components of irreducible Cartesian tensors, constructed

out of a single point on the surface S^. These tensors are completely
symmetric, traceless, with p contravariant and q covariant indices,

and may be constructed from a single complex vector (z^ , z^ , z^)
along with its complex conjugate, so that they are homogeneous

polynomials of degree n = p + q. In addition to these properties,

they must be eigenfunctions of the invariants of the algebras in

the chain (5*3)»

Let z^ and z.* carry the contravariant and covariant indices
respectively in the monomials

(abc/def) = z^ z^ z° z^*^ z^e z *f, (6.1)

where a,Nb, c,d, e,f are all positive integers or zero, and p = a + b + c,
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q = d + e + f. An I.R. of SU(4) may be constructed on the space

of monomials (6.1), since all the SU(^) generators leave n

invariant. This will be seen from the form of the generators

given below. Furthermore both p and q are left invariant by SU(3)

while T = b + c + e + fis invariant under SU(2)^,.
Using the fact that

Z1 = + 1 x6

z2 = x3 + 1 x5

the SU(4) generators may be found from

L , = -i x + i x,ab a /d p

They are given by (see Chapter 5, section 2)

T

- -*xL
<) z. x

-t L

iz*
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Gi* - ~Z* Az
-V ~LX ^

F f = -2 L 2 ^3
>Z*

C+ = -2, k 4- 2 a. 2^ ,*Z*

(6.2)

"7 - Mz«^- +2.2.^ + 23^- - z'*i. ~u 2> Az. T7 iZ, JZ*

Z / i ,»> y6-3)

Similarly, the operators

I,

v = - ; L 4- - Z + f
J-, ^ci

* ^
Cl
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may be combined into

+

given by

^ = V 1 1 Vo6

4 =Yo3t± Vo5

4 = Vo! 1 1 Vo2

E. - ^ v't z; *2 } +■ £ v z.
k= t z k ^Zk 2"

3 (6.4)
t . = - 2. l +- I Z * ^2. (. ZK— + ) 4- ?!

1 iz- ' \d=| <*ZU
t z*

2.

The action of the operators (6.4) on the monomials (6.1) of degree

n obviously produces a linear combination of monomials of degree

(n - l), and the eigenvalues of the operators T^ , Y, and Z are
easily found from (6.3). They are respectively

t^ = i'(c-b+e-f)
y = qjr(-2a + b + c+2d-e-f)

z = £(p - q)
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All that is necessary now to make this representation

identical to the one constructed in the previous chapter is to

require that the operators (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4) act on the

traceless components of the monomials (6.1); e.g. when p = 1, q = 1,

the traceless component is

Z.Z.*=^0..Z Z*1 J 3 1J k k

where = 1* -n general, the traceless projection of a monomial

of degree n is a linear combination of monomials of degree n, n - 2,

n - 4, ... 1, if n is odd, and n, n - 2, n - 4, ... 0, if n is

even. Furthermore, eigenfunctions of T2 must be formed by taking

appropriate linear combinations of monomials of the same degree.

The orthogonality and normalisation of the spherical harmonics

can be defined in terms of the monomials. The inner product of

two monomials (abc/def) and (a*b,c'/d,e,f*) is given by

, a+d' -j,d+af b+e* ^e+b* c+f * ^f+c'
Y Z1 z2 z2 Z3 z3

where dis the measure on S^, i.e.
3 3

d|a = sin 9 cos £ sin ^ cos^ d© d^ "JT~ d <j?
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In the separation of the above integral, the only factors which

can vanish are the integrals in d (see equations (5.4)).

These are

S e
;(b+&-b"z-)4?, f, i Uc + £~c~

<^e

which is zero unless the following conditions are satisfied:-

a - a' = d - d*

b - bf = e - ef

c - c1 = f - f* ,

which imply that T^ = T^ , Y = Y* , Z = Z'
The normalisation constant for (abc/def) is given by,

e

- ja^ tufdT** ) c^e^s)\c+^
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n

f
, N %t<x + d) + I 2. (. b + a- 4- C +l)+-2

= I (C5*>©j (^.w^ 9^)
t>

in "J-TT xjv
X J J f 4^, 4 <^3

& o o

It follows that

^ 2 tt3 r z(* + 4) 3!! Z (l> +«)^!J ■£ 1] !'
N —

L 1 O* '•!

6.2 Eilocal harmonics

Now consider functions of the components of two distinct

vectors in C.
^ , say z^ and tu , together with their complex

conjugates, where the locus of both vectors is still S^. Let them
be defined in the following way:-

o

Y, _ _ <-*,"•)
r, \ i V' j & > 1

"2 y vu) Y *v
V f" -r-" y» b"

' Sjl) r P.T, a.
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n. n

(y, t", v,^v>

(6.5)

where the last symbol is an SU(4) Clebsch-Gordon coefficient,
ft

and the functions \ (z) are the spherical harmonics found in

the previous chapter, corresponding to the representations (o,n,o)
of SU(*0.

If the bilocal harmonics are to provide an irreducible

representation space for S0(6,l), it is necessary to find the

subspaces, irreducible under S0(6,l), contained in the direct

product.

CO «o

( 0 £o,m,o1 )z 0 ( © [p,n,o] )u
m=o n=o

where

z x L°»n»°l u

(6.6)
= © [_ r, m - p + q - r, r] uz

p+q+r = n
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for m > n. By varrying m and n in (6.6), it is easily seen that

an I.R. of S0(6,l) may be constructed in the space of all the

real representations of SU(4). The problem of finding the

irreducible subspaces is not attempted here, however, but instead

certain representations of SU(4), which contain SU(3) multiplets

of physical interest, such as octets and decuplets, are selected
2

and examined. They are displayed in table I.

Table I: Low lying representations of SU(*0, and their

decomposition w.r.t. SU(3). The brackets denote a

constant value for the eigenvalues of the charm operator.

SU(4) rep. decomposition w.r.t. SU(3)

15 3 + (1 + 8) + 3

20" 6+8+5

50 10 + 15 + T3+ TO

6h 8 + (3 + ^ + 15) + (3 + 6 + I3) + 8
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The and 20" of SU(4) contain the octets

/\l/ .. = z.u .* - u.z .* - \ S . . (u*z - z*u)
i IJ i j ij 3 ij —

and

+
1 ■+•

'Y . . = z.u .* + u.z .* - — & . . (u z +z*u)"

ij i J 1 J 3 ij T

respectively. The decuplet is the symmetrised (^^u^), i.e.

Al/ • = z. z .u, + z. z. u . + z, z .u.T ljk i jTc i k j 1 j l

and finally the octet in the 64 of SU(4) is

= ai 6Jkl Vl

In the first two octets Aj/ and the complex conjugates
of the basis functions also lie in the octets Y and a)/

respectively, so that they may be regarded as octets of mesons.

On the other hand Al/ * and AJ/ are quite distinct from
i

Y an<i Y which are taken to be a baryon decuplet and
octet. From table I, it may be seen that baryons and anti-baryons

appear in the same SU(4) multiplet.
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6.3 The operators representing the S0(6.l) algebra

The operators L^g (z,u) representing S0(6,l) in the space
of bilocal harmonics are given by

LAB = lab ^ ® + © lAb

where L^g (z), L^g (u) are just the operators, defined in section
6.1, acting on the spherical harmonics Ynw , Yrl(u) respectively,
I(u) and I(z) are identity operators. Operators analogous to

those defined in (6.2) and (6.4) can then be constructed. Consider

now a transformation of the operators E~ , defined in (6.4), which

left the C.R. of the S0(6,l) algebra unaltered. This was

E+ (z) Et (z) + V z.
l l i

E7 (z) —> E" (z) + Y z.*
l ' l i

Clearly, in the present situation, another substitution is possible,

namely

E? (u) —^ E? (u) + u.
l l 1 I

i*. . r, .

E? (U ) —^ E7 (u) + u.
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and the representation remains hermitian only if both and

.are real - the inner product being defined as

( ^ 1, Ay 2) jj ^ -j* ^ 2 c\^z c\
where c\ ju ( c\ ju^) is the surface element of the sphere
traced out by the vector z. (u.)

l i

6,4 Mass formulae

The expectation values of the mass-squared operator are now

evalueated in the multiplets ^+ , /vy"" , ^ , At this
stage there is no way of finding out which physical particles

correspond to these multiplets, and all that can be done is to

evaluate the mass sum rules obtained in all the known multiplets

of particles.

The mass-squared operator is
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where tx2, ^ , ■g' (the latter two being contained in theI
+ 1 +

definition of , E~) are unknown parameters to be determined

by comparison with experiment. The results of applying M2 to the

four multiplets are summarised and interpreted below.

(a) /2 baryon decuplet: N 1 j 3 —~ j

fen
V"2 - utf lo + b Y1 + i-V )r v - 3 3

Z*1 = + « Y2 + It2)
2.4.O I ^ 12.

rr1 = r c sj* + i / + i t2)
^v-o S

Sum rule:-

4- 3 IE.*2"

l.h.s. = 8.550 GeV2 ,

= ft + 3 V *x
11

r.h.s. = 8.550 GeV2
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V
(b) 2 baryon octet; N* (2190), ^ * (2^55), ^ * (1815),

A* (2100)

Sum rule:-

13 /\ *2 _ 12 *2 + 3 *2

l.h.s. = 57.3 GeV2, r.h.s. = 57.6 GeV2

(c) ^ .. - the 1" and 2+ meson octets:
ij

f* = K [. 1 * % (
I,*2- ■= ^ fii + £ (^Z+ *7b]K 1 L lb 2

4>l L1^ + +
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Sum rule:-

64 K-*2 = 23 ^ 2 + 39 <^> 2

l.h.s. = 51.0 GeV2 r.h.s. = 5^.0 GeV2

For the 2+ mesons, the particle labels are interchanged and the

result of the sum rule is l.h.s. = 128.6 , r.h.s. = 128.4 GeV2.

(d) 7 - the 1" and 2+ meson octets

[_■« +
'$

(t? o

=

r I 125 *

Sum rule:-

24 K*2 = 13 f 2 + C) ^ 2
+

l.h.s. = 19.13 , r.h.s. = 16.98 GeV2 . For 2 mesons

l.h.s. = 48.24 , r.h.s. = 42.71 GeV2.
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6.5 Discussion of the mass formulae

In (a),(b),(c) and (d) above there exists a definite splitting

of the expectation value of the mass squared operator in the

different isomultiplets within an SU(3) representation. Furthermore

the sum rules obtained by eliminating the parameters are satisfied

very well in cases (a),(b) and (c), although the agreement is

not so good in (d). This may have something to do with the fact

that the states are not all eigenstates of the operator C2

which appears in M2, while the states in the other multiplets are

eigenstates of C2. Note that the eigenvalues of C2 are not equal

to those of T2 in this representation. The significance of this

operator is not known, but it may be worthwhile to state that the
3

same type of operator was encountered by Halbwachs in his treatment

of the unification SU(2,2) of S0(4,l) and SU(2,l).
Table II shows the estimated values of the parameters for

the multiplets (a),(b) and (c). It must be noted that, apart from

the representation containing the octet of 2+ mesons, the representations

of S0(6,1) are non-unitary, since in (a) and (b) ^2 is negative,
as is ( H 2 + "^p2) £°r the vector mesons in (c).

3 +The sum rule prediction for the decuplet of ^ baryons agrees

veiy well with experiment. This is not too surprising when it is
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realised that

N*2 + 3 H *2 = .SI-2 + 3 Y-j*2

may be derived from the equal spacing rule for linear masses.

The assignment of -jj baryons to the octet in (b) is admittedly
speculative. The N* (2190) and A * (2100) are definitely established

7"* 7-
as •— , while * (1815) lies in the sequence 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' * * *

Using these three as input, they imply a * with mass 2^39 MeV.

This is taken to be the "2 * (2^55) which, as yet, has no spin-
p

parity assignment. No other set of baryons with a fixed J seems

to fit the mass formula in (b).

The predictions for the 1~ and 2+ mesons are quite good,

although for the vector mesons, a better fit may be obtained by

requiring that ( ^ 2 + "A2) is zero. Thus with only one parameter,
the predictions are

Z

K*2 = 1.351 (1.358) , r_ - 0.615 (0.565)
F2 4>x

which are in good agreement with the experimental values in

brackets.
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T-AMEE TT Estimated values of the parameters in the various

multiplets.

Multiplet X X^2 X^p2

3/2+ -0.0128 -1^.13 17.24

2" 0.751 9.44 -17.03
2

Multiplet X + yx2)

2+ 0.136 0.75

1" 0.083 -0.20
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MATHEMATICAL APPENDIX

This section consists of a number of mathematical definitions

and statements on Lie groups and Lie algebras which will be

useful in reading this thesis. In general, no distinction is made

between the symbols denoting a particular Lie group and its

corresponding Lie algebra, unless there is some confusion as to

which of the two is really implied. A list of symbols and abbreviations

which have been used appears in section b.

a.l Some general definitions.

Let G be a Lie algebra over the field of real numbers, with

a basis £ Xv/\ * comPlex linear combinations of the x ^ form
a complex vector space, of dimension equal to that of G, which

becomes a Lie algebra if, for real numbers a, b, a! , b' , the

commutator is defined in the following way:-

+ a' b) [>v ,

This Lie algebra is denoted by G , and is called the complex

extension or complexification of G. There may be different real

Lie algebras with complex extensions all isomorphic to a particular
2 ^

G. These are called the real forms of G.
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A subalgebra T of G, satisfying ^_T, G~^ c T is said to be
an ideal of G. A particular ideal is the centre of G, defined by

C = { x ; [x, G] = 0 }
If a Lie algebra has no non-zero abelian ideal, then G is called

semi-simple. If G contains no ideal apart from 0 and G, and if

dim G > 1, then G is said to be simple. A semi-simple Lie algebra

G can always be written as the direct sum of simple ideals S^, i.e.

G = e> s.
i

3It has been shown by Cartan that it is always possible to

perform a transformation on a basis for a simple Lie algebra, S,

to bring it into a canonical form, consisting of (a) a set

Hj , JL - 1, , r, and (b) a set of (m - r)/2 pairs E^ , E ,

where m is the dimension of S. The commutation relations of these

elements are of the form:-

tH* - Hfcl =0 .

W • E*1 = ^ W E. ,

t-V -"if ' if "C-O + r(p )
is a root
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= 0, if r(°^) + r( p>) is not a root ^

(e ,E 1 = y r (*)H-L <*- -oL a x x

This is known as a Cartan-Weyl basis-, r is the rank of S, and

the r-dimensional abelian subalgebra ^ ^ is called the Cartan
subalgebra. The quantities r(oC ) denote vectors with components

r (of ) in an r-dimensional vector space, and are known as roots
A.

or root vectors.

a.2 Special types of Lie algebra.

Definition a.l Let g be a Lie algebra. The linear subspace

spanned by g = g, g*} , i.e. all the commutators in g, is an

ideal in g, since [g1 , g] o [g, g1 = g. Continuing the
procedure gives a series of ideals in g,

IP u
G G O G GP G

,

where Gn = ^ Gn~^, G11-"'"^ . If B a number kQ, such that G^ = 0,
for k > k , then G is said to be solvable.

— o'
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Definition a. 2 Define G° = „G, G11 = [,Gn-1, G^ . Every Gn
k

is an ideal in G, and if a a k with G = 0, for k >. k , G'
o ' o'

is said to benilpotent. Obviously nilpotency implies solvability.

In every Lie algebra G, there exists a uniquely determined

maximal solvable ideal R containing all other solvable ideals. R

is called the radical of G.

a.3 Linear mappings of a Lie algebra into itself.

Definition a,3 A derivation of a Lie algebra G is a linear

mapping d of G into G, such that

d( Lx,y3 ) = d(y)3 » *,y g.

The set Der G of all derivations of G forms a Lie algebra, if

the Lie bracket in Der G is defined as

L d>d'J (x) = d(d ' (x)) - d' (d(x)),

since £d, d'J = - [,d', d^ , and the Jacobi identity is satisfied.
In particular, to every x £ G, there corresponds a linear

mapping adx defined by y -> adx y = £ x,y3 , which is known as

an inner derivation. The set ad G of inner derivations is an ideal
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in Der G. If G is semi-simple, then there are only inner

derivations, i.e. ad G = Der G. The linear mapping x-=*• adx of G

into Der G satisfies ad £.x,y3 = j^adx, ady 3 , i.e. ad is a

homomorphism of G, called the adjoint representation of G.

The Lie group which has Der G as its Lie algebra is the group

of automorphisms of G, called Aut G. The latter contains Int G,

the inner automorphisms of G, as a normal subgroup; and the Lie

algebra of Int G is ad G. If is the Lie group corresponding

to G, then for every g , the mapping Int g of G into G is

defined by

y ->• Int g y = g y g"1 , y £ G.

a.4 Embeddings

Definition a.^ An embedding of a Lie algebra A in a Lie algebra

G is an isomorphism X of A onto a subalgebra A ' = A(A) of G.

Definition a. 5 Two embeddings X ^ and \ ^ of A into G^ and
G^ respectively are called equivalent, if there exists an

isomorphism 0 of G^ onto G^ which maps (A) onto A 2 (A).
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Definition a,6 Let A^, , , be n Lie algebras over
the same commutative field K. A Lie algebra X over K is defined

to be a unification of A^, , A , if there exist isomorphisms
A

k of Ak into X (k = 1, , n), such that

dim X dim A_^ + + dim A^

It is customary to use the notation X = U(A^, , A ).
A Lie algebra G may contain many subalgebras isomorphic to

a given algebra A, and hence there may be many possible embeddings of

A in G which need not be equivalent. Two such embeddings A ' and

A11 are equivalent if and only if (see def. a.5) there exists an

automorphism ^ of G which maps A* onto A*' . If it is impossible
to find an automorphism of G which maps A1 onto k' , then A*
is said to be a redefinition of A/ .
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b.l Symbols and abbreviations

If A is a Lie algebra then A denotes the vector space of

A, The following operations are used in connection with Lie

algebras, their vector spaces, and Lie groups,

© = direct sum

(J- = semi-direct sum

= direct product

= sum of vector spaces
«

= sum of vector spaces, with no intersection

= isomorphic mapping

Abbreviations which have been used in the text are:-

C.R, = commutation relations

H.L,G, = homogeneous Lorentz group

S.G.A, = spectrum generating algebra

dim = dimension

Ker = kernel
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